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Abstract
A quasi-experimental study with 256 German sixth-grade students examined the effects of exploring syntactic structures on literacy-related achievements. The core feature of the instruction was that students had the opportunity to deal with syntactic structures directly, not mediated by analytic operations. Instruction covered six lessons targeting two types of syntactic contrasts (syntactic category contrasts, noun case contrasts). The results indicate that students profited from the instruction in their ability to use a marker of syntactic structure in written German, the capitalization of nouns. As to the ability to use the same marker to interpret text read, students of different achievement levels seem to have been differently affected. No effects were found for reading comprehension in general and spelling at the word level. The findings suggest that students’ recognition of syntactic categories was enhanced even in contexts other than those they were familiarized within the instruction. However, it was not enhanced when they worked on a task that was completely new to them.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In first-language education, students may explore syntactic structures in various ways. They do so when teachers have them focus on syntactic structure in order to grasp it or to deliberately manipulate it. This includes activities such as discussing alternative ways of expressing a thought, resolving structural ambiguities in text and systematically studying sentence patterns. It may happen in a scheduled or an incidental fashion, and it may or may not encompass the use of linguistic nomenclature.

Linguists have repeatedly advanced the proposal that the grasp of syntactic structure is a precondition to successfully achieving literacy-related tasks such as comprehending written text (Glinz, 1963; 1993; Heringer, 2001), formulating thoughts in writing (Schleppegrell, 2004) and learning to spell (Maas, 1992). This idea flows from structural analyses of the demands of reading and writing. According to Maas (1992), for example, recording a message in writing involves ‘fixating’ its grammatical structure beyond what is given in oral records because of constraints set by the orthographic writing system.

The assumption that grasping syntactic features is, for structural reasons, a precondition to the accomplishment of reading and writing tasks might seem to suggest that exploring syntactic structures will enhance the literacy-related achievements of students. However, it does not necessarily imply that this is indeed the case. Empirical evidence is disparate and inconclusive. Work concerning the effect of grammar instruction in first-language education on the quality of students’ writing has found no benefits resulting from it (see the overview by Andrews, Torgerson, Beverton, Freeman, Locke, Low, et al. 2006 and the meta-analyses by Hill-ocks, 1986; Graham & Perin, 2007 and Graham, McKeown, Kiuha, & Harris 2012). It seems, however, to be possible to successfully work on narrowly defined writing problems by offering grammar instruction to students which is tailored to their individual needs (Rogers & Graham, 2008). In the following, we focus on studies pertaining to whether exploring syntactic structures affects reading comprehension. Such studies are rare and they vary in quality (see the short overview to be found in Bowey, 1993). However, considering them may serve to highlight questions that are relevant to writing and spelling as well.

Three strands of research may be distinguished. First, the impact of grammar instruction on reading comprehension has been investigated without specifically tailoring instruction to enhance comprehension and also without measuring reading outcomes by comprehension tasks in which syntactic skill is at stake. Studies of this type have failed to find effects when grammar instruction was the experimental condition (Elley, Barham, Lamb, & Wyllie, 1976; Layton, Robinson, Lawson, 1998; O'Donnell & King, 1974) as well as when it was the control condition (Straw & Schreiner, 1982; Trivelli, 1983; White, Pascarella, & Pflaum, 1981). Second, students have been trained to systematically manipulate word assemblies or senten-
ces to make them coherent wholes. This has been done with elementary and with learning-disabled students using sentence anagrams (Greenewold & Pederson, 1983; Weaver 1979; White et al., 1981), and with more advanced students by using sentence combining tasks (Gonsoulin, 1993; Morenberg, Daiker, & Kerek, 1978; Neville & Searls, 1985; Straw & Schreiner, 1982; Wilkinson & Patty, 1993). It is reported to result in gains in cloze comprehension tests, but there is only marginal evidence for gains in general comprehension (see the overview by Searls & Neville, 1988 and the meta-analytic reviews by Fusaro, 1992; 1993; Neville & Searls, 1991).

Third, in psycholinguistic experiments, adult students have been individually trained to parse complex sentences belonging to specific patterns which they found hard (Chipere, 2003; Wills, Christiansen, Race, Achesen, & MacDonald, 2009). This was successful as far as the comprehension of the sentence pattern trained was concerned, but transfer to other comprehension tasks and to text comprehension was not examined.

From this overview, it seems that working on syntactic structures in first-language education has no or just a negligible effect on literacy-related abilities. However, one should qualify this conclusion by saying that, in many of the studies cited, working on syntactic structures has been not the experimental but the control condition. What type of instruction was actually administered is not well described. Instead, this instruction is in many cases characterized globally as ‘traditional grammar’. It is possible that the instructional potential of working on syntactic structures has not been sufficiently explored under this condition. In any case, studies comparing different types of grammar instruction with regard to their impact on reading comprehension have led to results which seem interesting though they do not reveal a systematic pattern (Crews, 1971; Noyce & Christie, 1983). The same is true of studies which mix up syntactic awareness tasks with general language awareness tasks by having primary school children work on jokes and riddles in order to foster reading comprehension (Yuill, 1996; 2007; Zipke, 2008; Zipke, Ehri, & Cairns, 2009).

One consequence that one may draw from the studies cited is that research concerning the impact of exploring syntactic structures on reading comprehension might be taken a step further if the effects which are expected to result from it as well as the type of comprehension achievement it is hypothesized to serve were described in more detail. Theory should specify which reading processes are assumed to involve syntactic achievements, and in which reading situations these processes are likely to be needed to achieve the type of comprehension required by the situation.

Another point which becomes evident from the studies is that the effects of grammar instruction on reading that are claimed to exist are rather specific. That is, students display just the behavior trained or solve tasks resembling those occurring in training. This is similar in research concerning writing. As to reading, one may assume that instructional effects that are less narrowly constrained to what has
been taught would be more likely to influence reading practice because they are not tied to situations where specific tasks are given.

The present investigation is based on the proposal that there are situations where readers profit from identifying syntactic structures. A reader is assumed to identify a syntactic structure when she or he is able to repeatedly gain access to it without losing sight of it or gliding into another syntactic pattern which happens to get activated. We hypothesize this to be the starting point from which readers detect how syntactic constructions signal features relevant to the interpretation of text, such as perspective (Dik, 1997; Kuno, 1987; Welke, 2005), aspect (Smith, 1997) and thematicity (Halliday, 2004). Doing so might be necessary in situations in which a close interpretation of text is required. Identifying a syntactic structure is different from parsing it in first-pass reading because the latter does not involve repeated access to the structure. We assume that going beyond first-pass reading will occur as part of normal reading practice if it is triggered by information generated in language processing itself, not just by the application of analytical operations extraneous to it. In summary, to use syntactic information in reading, readers have to learn to notice it as it occurs during language processing, and to resume access to it if necessary.

The instructional experiment described below is intended to probe whether it is possible to enhance literacy-related achievements by working on syntactic structures in first-language education according to these considerations.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND HYPOTHESES

The identification of a syntactic structure by a reader should not be equated with her or him being prepared to give a description of that structure. Identifying a syntactic structure means that when one stumbles over it once, one will be able to activate it another time without confusing it with other structures, thereby distinguishing it from them. This ability shows up in the disposition to judge whether two recurring construction tokens are ‘same’ or ‘different’ with regard to their structure (Fries, 1952, p. 74 and p. 294). It is a prerequisite for giving descriptions of constructions because the descriptions result from the application of linguistic operations on them, such as substitutions and elisions, which serve to discern their syntactic properties. When drawing on these operations, however, one has to make sure that their application on the construction does not change its structure. That is, one has to identify the structure of the construction before one can describe it. Note that this does not include a circularity because identifying a syntactic structure is conceived of as being independent from being able to describe it.

The resumption of a syntactic pattern which has just been activated does not place high demands on readers. It results from syntactic persistence, that is readers’ propensity to stick to syntactic templates that have got activated. Syntactic persistence has been observed in productive as well as in receptive speech behavior (Bock, 1986). If, however, a specific syntactic pattern has to be resumed, this
process is prone to get off track because the reader is likely to be influenced by concurring patterns which happen to be on scene. We assume that in order to reliably access a specific syntactic structure, the reader must dispose of a general scheme resonant with it which serves to identify it by strengthening and stabilizing it when it occurs. Such a scheme is likely to be acquired over time by linguistic experience (Funke, 2005; for the concept of scheme applying in this case, see Langacker, 1987).

Funke (2005) conducted a study with fifth- to seventh-grade students where subjects had to choose one sentence with a specific syntactic structure out of four sentences where the other three sentences shared another structure. He found that by far most subjects performed above chance on this task, but there was considerable interindividual variation among them as to their ability to solve it reliably. This conforms with older research suggesting that students are generally sensitive to syntactic information but may fail to reaccess it consistently (Claus-Schulze, 1966; Kilcher-Hagedorn, Othenin-Girard, & de Weck, 1987; Wittwer, 1958). The difficulty of reliably reaccessing syntactic information found in some students might result from working memory resources being limited (Crain & Shankweiler, 1988; Just & Carpenter, 1992). Alternatively (or, complementarily), it might result from a lack of learning experiences.

The identification of syntactic structures may be assumed to be related to the emergence of advanced literacy-related skills. As Maas (1992) put it, in orthographic writing, syntactic structures are ‘fixated’. Their identification based on resonant schemes corresponding to their occurrence will enable individuals to use orthographic markers of syntactic features appropriately. We hypothesize that it will bear relevance to some advanced reading comprehension achievements as well. This applies, for example, to pondering text in detail by close reading, for doing so presupposes that the syntactic structure of sentences read remains present in readers’ minds during the interpretive process.

Based on these considerations, an instructional program for sixth-grade German-speaking students was conceived which aimed at fostering students’ ability to identify syntactic structures. The program did not include grammar instruction, that is, having students describe syntactic structures in an analytic fashion. Instead, students explored syntactic structures directly by being given multiple opportunities to recognize and to distinguish them and to become familiar with them through repeated exposure. The instructional objective was to make students aware of syntactic information present in them and to strengthen their access to it. The hypothesis was that the instruction would enhance orthographic writing as far as the use of an orthographic marker of syntactic structure, the capitalization of nouns which is prescribed in German orthography, was concerned. It was also expected that it would foster a close ‘syntactic’ reading where the capitalization marker had to be evaluated to interpret text. It was not hypothesized that students’ reading comprehension as measured by general comprehension tasks would be affected (Funke
& Wieland, 2007). Also, no specific predictions were made as to the effect of the instruction on spelling single words without regard to syntactic context.

3. METHOD

3.1 Research design

The hypotheses were tested in a quasi-experimental study. From twelve sixth-grade classes which were arranged in pairs, one class out of each pair was randomly assigned to the experimental and one to the control condition. Experimental classes participated in six lessons giving students opportunities to explore syntactic structures. Instruction drew on students’ direct acquaintance with syntactic structures which manifests in their ability to spontaneously recognize two recurring constructions as ‘same’ or ‘different’. Nothing was undertaken to make them gain insight into structural features of sentences when direct access to these features did not seem to be present. However, some efforts were made to arrange materials to make a spontaneous recognition of syntactic features probable. No grammatical terminology and no analytical grammatical operations were introduced, though students could use both when they volunteered to do so. In the control classes, instruction in first-language courses proceeded as usual according to teachers’ plans.

Pre- and posttests included measures of the use of the orthographic capitalization marker in writing and in reading. In addition, general measures of spelling and reading comprehension were enlisted. The pretest was administered immediately before the experimental instruction started. The posttest was given five weeks after instruction had been completed.

Details on the experimental instruction and on the pre- and posttest measures are given below.

3.1.1 Experimental instruction

The instruction in the experimental classes focused on two syntactic features: syntactic category and noun phrase case. Each feature was covered in three lessons and was brought to students’ attention by contrasting constructions (noun vs. finite verb constructions and nominative vs. accusative case constructions).

The syntactic category feature was introduced to students by presenting them sets of four sentences which shared a homograph element serving as a finite verb in one sentence and as a noun in the other sentences (Figure 1). This type of material was called a ‘black sheep task’ because students were asked to sort out from each set the sentence which ‘does not fit’.

In any single black sheep task, one may succeed in finding the odd sentence by focusing on semantic or pragmatic features instead of the syntactic category contrast. However, semantic or pragmatic features which set apart the odd sentence
vary from task to task. Drawing on them will not enable one to solve black sheep tasks above chance level on the long run. Funke (2005), in an empirical study with black sheep tasks done in grades 5-7, found that most students’ scores surpassed chance level. Moreover, task difficulty did not depend on semantic features of the homograph element such as noun concreteness (when taken as a noun) or verb agentivity (when taken as a verb). Thus, grade 6 students may be assumed to draw on syntactic information when working on black sheep tasks.

Nowadays, so many people get divorced after only a few years of marriage.

   MOST LOVE ends after a short time.
   MOST LOVE gets lost when years go by.
   MOST LOVE someone else after a while.
   MOST LOVE vanishes when time goes on.

Figure 1 Example of a black sheep task for the syntactic category contrast, freely translated into English. Students are required to pick out the sentence which ‘does not fit’.

After having completed some tasks of this type, students discussed sentences to share their observations. Later, they continued to work on the black sheep tasks in various ways.

Constructing black sheep sentence sets. This was done starting with incomplete sets where the part after the homograph element was missing in one sentence or two (black sheep or not) and students had to propose how to formulate it. The task is illustrated in Figure 2. In order to accomplish the task, students have to determine whether there is a black sheep among the sentences given. This means that they have to identify black sheep sentences not just as being the ones which ‘do not fit’ but as those which are ‘like the odd ones in other tasks’.

Working with the problem box. The problem box consisted of file cards, each pertaining to a specific black sheep task and raising a question on it. The questions were not straightforwardly related to the syntactic contrast involved but rather to diverse aspects linked to it. For example, students were asked to say the sentences with the appropriate prosodic contour to others in an attempt to make the black sheep sentence distinguishable from the others, or to figure out which presuppositions were tied to sentences with differing syntactic structure. To illustrate, in the task displayed in Figure 1, the sentences containing love as a noun suggest that among the married partners there once had been love which has since disappeared, whereas the sentence containing love as a verb does not bear this presupposition.
Speeding up recognition. Students were presented with sentences belonging to one set appearing sequentially on a computer screen. They were asked to press a button as soon as a black sheep sentence appeared. Reaction time latency and number of hits were indicated on the screen, and students were encouraged to speed up. The task was administered in three forms with different difficulty levels.

The syntactic case feature was introduced by black sheep tasks consisting of four sentences, each containing in initial position a noun phrase which seemed to be the same in all sentences on first sight because it was represented by a homograph string, but which turned out to have nominative case once and accusative case at other times (Figure 3). The problem is analogous to the syntactic category problem though in this case no systematic empirical evidence is available as to how grade 6 students might cope with it.

Work on these tasks began with discussing students’ observations on the sentences and constructing new black sheep tasks of the case-contrasting type. It then proceeded with two other activities.

Coloring noun phrases. This activity went on from the construction task. Students were given complete black sheep tasks and asked to color noun phrases in

![Figure 2 Scheme for a construction activity. Students are required to complete the scheme to make up a black sheep task.](image)

![Figure 3 Example of a black sheep task for the case contrast. Students are required to pick out the sentence which ‘does not fit’. Category indices and English translations have been added.](image)
order to indicate the type of sentence: black sheep (highlight noun phrase with one color) or not (highlight noun phrase with another color). To make the assignment clear to them, we told them that they were to check each sentence in an attempt to make up a construction task. Which sentence type would be missing if one eliminated the sentence given? This activity served to smoothly shift attention from the sentence level (being different in structure) to the noun phrase level (being different in case).

*Embedding sentences in stories.* For this activity, sentences were used which were, when presented in written form, ambiguous as to the case of noun phrases (Figure 4). The ambiguity was discussed in class. Students then were asked to write short stories establishing contexts in which the sentences might be used in one version or the other.

![Figure 4 Example of a sentence with noun phrases which are ambiguous as to case when presented in written form and without context. Students are required to figure out both meanings. Category indices and English translations have been added.](image)

From the example, it becomes evident that the versions differ in their information structure. When writing stories, students had, for each version, to figure out a situation where the contextual and pragmatic conditions for its use were met. In doing so they were supposed to concomitantly attend to the case contrast co-occurring with it. This conforms to a key objective of the experimental instruction, which is to have students alert themselves to syntactic information in situ, as it occurs to them during the writing process.

The instructional program for the experimental classes was tested in advance in three sixth grade classes from schools not participating in the main experiment. It was revised according to the experience gained. The test lessons were held by a member of the research team and videotaped by another member of the team. Videos were then discussed in the research team to detect deviations from the principles of the instructional approach and to make sure that the instructor adhered to these principles. The lessons delivered subsequently in the experimental phase were held by the same instructor. Additionally, a guide describing the role of the teacher as a discussion leader and a checklist serving to remind the teacher of the principles of the instructional approach were developed to ensure treatment fidelity.

The six experimental lessons were distributed over two weeks in each participating class. They also were videotaped by a member of the research team. For a
more detailed description of the instructional program and its implementation, see Melzer (2011).

3.1.2 Pre- and posttest measures

Pre- and posttests included three tasks from which four measures were derived.

Orthographic writing task. The orthographic writing task was a completion test composed of ten sentences with sentence-final gaps, each to be filled on dictation by three consecutive, syntactically coherent words. In the following example sentence, students are given blanks with equal length in place of the underlined words and are requested to fill them in by dictation.

This is probably no good answer.

Two measures were derived from the orthographic writing task. The first was capitalization. This refers to the special feature of German orthography that syntactic nouns have to be capitalized. It urges writers to continually consider the syntactic structure of the text written. Words dictated were selected from a published list of words often miscapitalized (Menzel 1985). No concrete nouns were included which might be capitalized correctly without regard to syntactic function. When determining the capitalization score, a word was taken to be written correctly if it was a noun capitalized or a non-noun not capitalized. The second measure was spelling. The spelling score was determined by counting all words which were written correctly without taking capitalization into account. This yields a measure of word-level orthographic writing skill. When evaluating the orthographic writing task, only the second and the third of the words dictated for each gap were considered. This was done because experience shows that German-speaking students tend to capitalize words extraordinarily often when they fill gaps in completion tests (Eichler, 2002), possibly believing their task is to write a context-free unit. As it seems advisable to restrict our analysis to the last two words when checking for capitalization, we did so for spelling as well. Thus, scores for capitalization and spelling run between 0 and 20.

Syntactic reading task. The syntactic reading task included eight written sentence fragments, each featuring a critical unit that could be regarded as either a noun or a verb. Whether or not the critical unit is capitalized resolves the ambiguity.

The following example illustrates this. It is freely translated to English but the critical unit is written according to German orthography.

Christina states, “In my eyes people should be more careful who they believe because most Trust in others

... although they don't know them well enough.”

... is given too hastily.”
The example begins with a sentence fragment which contains the critical unit *Trust*. It must be taken as a noun because it is capitalized. Accordingly, the sentence fragment may only be accomplished by the noun alternative which is presented in second position in the case given. If the critical unit were written with a lower-case initial letter, one would have to take it as a verb. In that case, the proper continuation of the sentence would be the verb alternative, which is, in the case given, the one being presented first. Subjects were asked to mark the alternative ‘which fits’ without their attention being directed to capitalization. From their response it can be seen whether capitalization was interpreted correctly. An item is scored to be correct if the noun alternative is marked for a critical unit capitalized and the verb alternative for a critical unit not capitalized. Each subject is assigned the sum of correct solutions as his or her score. This score may take values between 0 and 8.

**Reading comprehension task.** In the reading comprehension task, a text on archaeologists was given with ten information and inferential questions to be answered. The items were mostly taken from a collection of reading tests for grades five and six published by Kühn & Reding (2004). They were used with the permission of the Auer Verlag, Donauwörth, Germany. Questions had to be answered by marking one out of four (or, in some cases three) options. The number of correct solutions for the reading comprehension task varied between 0 and 10.

For all tasks, one version for the pretest and one version for the posttest were devised. The orthographic writing pretest version was adopted from a previous study with fifth- to seventh-grade students (Funke & Sieger, 2012). Its posttest version was constructed by preserving sentence frames but changing the lexical material. To make sure that the new words inserted had the same difficulty as those they were substituted for, misspelling counts from the Menzel (1985) list and frequency counts taken from Ruoff (1990) were used. The syntactic reading items were selected from a pool of items used in the study cited (Funke & Sieger, 2012). Pre- and posttest difficulty were balanced by drawing on the data collected in that study. For the reading comprehension task, no information on item difficulties was available in the source (Kühn & Reding, 2004). Thus, the items were tested in advance in a pilot study with 454 sixth grade students. They were then split up to obtain pre- and posttest versions of the reading comprehension task which were balanced according to difficulty. Three self-conceived items were added to each version.

Reliability was estimated by computing Cronbach’s $\alpha$ based on the data described. It was .78 for capitalization and .65 for spelling (pretest versions). For syntactic reading, the median reliability of the pre- and posttest versions was estimated to be .41 based on the data from the previous study. For reading comprehension, the median of the reliability estimates taken from the pilot study was .64. Because the time allotted for the tests was limited, only small numbers of items could be included. The small size of the reliability indices results from this. In the case of the syntactic reading measure, it is also likely to be caused by chance varia-
tion in low achieving subjects. The low reliability of this measure has to be taken into account when interpreting the results of the study.

3.1.3 Participants

Classes participating were from all educational levels common in German schools (Gymnasium, Realschule, Hauptschule). For each of the three levels, two schools were found which ran at least two classes at that level. One of the classes was assigned to the experimental and one to the control condition. Schools were located in small rural towns in southern Germany.

Altogether, 277 subjects (133 experimental, 144 control) participated in the study. Only data from students for whom complete pre- and posttest data could be gathered were retained for analysis. Consequently, the final sample comprised 256 subjects (119 experimental, 137 control). Though more experimental subjects than control subjects were lost, the rate of subjects dropping out during the experimental period did not differ significantly in the experimental and the control group. 5.1% of the students in the final sample indicated that they had begun to learn German after entering kindergarten (5.9% in the experimental and 4.4% in the control classes). Among these were two students, both belonging to experimental classes, who started to learn German only after being enrolled in first grade. Compared to common German classes, the ratio of subjects with a first language other than German in our sample is rather low (cf. Chlost & Ostermann, 2008), probably due to the rural location of the schools participating. We refrained from eliminating these subjects from the database.

**Table 1 Classes and subjects participating**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational level</th>
<th>Nr of schools</th>
<th>Nr of classes</th>
<th>Nr of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gymnasium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realschule</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauptschule</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole sample</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Classes of Realschule and Hauptschule type were run by the same schools.*

Pre- and posttests were administered by members of the project team. The syntactic reading task was given first, followed by the orthographic writing task and the reading comprehension task. Students’ participation was based on parental and personal consent. Table 1 shows the number of classes and subjects in each condition for whom complete pre- and posttest data are available.
4. RESULTS

Descriptive statistics for the four outcome measures are provided in Table 2. Pretest achievement did not differ in the experimental and the control group according to Mann-Whitney U-Tests applied on the four measures ($p > 0.278$ in all cases). The raw score distributions from which the statistics in Table 2 were computed are roughly symmetric in the case of syntactic reading and reading comprehension, but skewed to the left with modal values at the maximum score in the case of capitalization and spelling. The table shows that, nevertheless, average scores increased from pre- to posttest for capitalization and spelling and decreased for syntactic reading and reading comprehension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Whole sample</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$ (SD)</td>
<td>$M$ (SD)</td>
<td>$M$ (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitalization</td>
<td>17.5 (2.54)</td>
<td>17.4 (2.64)</td>
<td>17.6 (2.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.1 (2.23)</td>
<td>18.3 (2.21)</td>
<td>18.4 (2.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>18.8 (1.29)</td>
<td>18.9 (1.17)</td>
<td>18.8 (1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.9 (1.45)</td>
<td>19.1 (1.17)</td>
<td>18.8 (1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic reading</td>
<td>5.1 (1.57)</td>
<td>5.2 (1.59)</td>
<td>5.0 (1.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.8 (1.70)</td>
<td>4.7 (1.77)</td>
<td>5.0 (1.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading comprehension</td>
<td>7.5 (1.83)</td>
<td>7.5 (1.85)</td>
<td>7.5 (1.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.2 (1.90)</td>
<td>7.1 (1.83)</td>
<td>7.2 (1.87)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When subjecting the data to statistical tests, it seems advisable to note that most of them are more appropriately taken to be categorical than quantitative. This is especially true for the syntactic reading measure because it is made up of just eight tasks which may be solved by chance in one out of two cases each. Little room is left for reliable quantitative differentiation above chance level among subjects. By the same token, though less compelling, it would appear that the reading comprehension and the capitalization measure yield categorical rather than quantitative data. For this reason, raw scores of all measures were transformed to categorical data by assigning scores to intervals.

For capitalization, syntactic reading and reading comprehension, intervals can be defined consistently across measures because the probability of gaining a specific score for individuals responding on chance level can be computed by assuming that scores are binomially distributed in these individuals. A first cut-off point was
defined to be the score expected for subjects responding by chance (chance level score). A second cut-off point was the score which may not be reached by students simply guessing unless they obtain a result with a probability lower than the significance level accepted, which was .05 (criterion score). A third cut-off point was set to characterize a perfect or nearly perfect achievement, that is, obtaining the maximum score or one point below it (mastery score). In an attempt to transfer the scheme to spelling, the first cut-off point was set at the score which could be obtained by just writing based on regular phoneme-to-grapheme conversions. The second cut-off point was defined to be the score which could be gained by additionally observing morphemic relations between words. The third cut-off point was the same as in the other measures. Based on these definitions, four categories of subjects were established: non-responding \((0 \leq x \leq \text{chance level score})\), transitional \((\text{chance level score} < x < \text{criterion score})\), responding \((\text{criterion score} \leq x < \text{mastery score})\) and mastery \((\text{mastery score} \leq x \leq \text{maximum score})\). In the case of syntactic reading, the last two intervals coincide. For the other measures, there were no or hardly any subjects belonging to the first interval, so this interval was combined with the second one. With these modifications, the scheme was applied to the data, yielding three categories for each measure (see Table 3). The agreement index defined by Subkoviak (see Meyer 2010) was, when computed based on the data of the control group, at least twice as high for the categorized data than for the raw scores in all four measures.

Table 3 Range of scores defining categories in the ordinal regression model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capitalization</th>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Syntactic reading</th>
<th>Reading comprehension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range N</td>
<td>Range N</td>
<td>Range N</td>
<td>Range N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-responding/transitional</td>
<td>0-14 47</td>
<td>0-17 34</td>
<td>0-4 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitional</td>
<td>15-18 87</td>
<td>18 50</td>
<td>5-6 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>19-20 122</td>
<td>19-20 172</td>
<td>7-8 53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Range – Range of scores, N – Number of subjects.

An appropriate statistical model to test hypotheses based on categorized raw scores is the cumulative link or ordinal regression model (Agresti, 2002; 2010). In ordinal regression, the effect of one or more factors measured categorically on an
outcome variable measured with ordered categories is tested. The model computes beta weights indicating the influence of each factor on the outcome variable. Model fit may be checked by computing the likelihood ratio statistics $LR$, which compares the likelihood which is ascribed to the data when one includes the factors to the likelihood ascribed to the data by a baseline model which does not include any factors. The ordinal regression model makes use of a link function to ensure that the probability the model computes for each data point does not run outside the range between 0 and 1.

In the case given, for each of the four measures an ordinal regression model was computed with the pretest values (category 1, category 2, category 3, as defined above) and group (experimental, control) as factors, and posttest values (category 1, category 2, category 3, taken as being ordered) as outcome variable. Unfortunately, no link function was suited to model all four outcome measures. Goodness-of-fit statistics as well as the test of parallel lines indicated that for spelling and reading comprehension, the logit link led to the best fit, whereas for capitalization and syntactic reading, it was the complementary log log link. A likelihood ratio test which, according to Agresti (2010, p. 129f.), yields approximate evidence, suggested that the fit may be assumed to be significantly better for the logit link in the case of reading comprehension ($LR(1) = 8.421; p = .004$) and for the complementary log log link in the case of syntactic reading ($LR(1) = 5.308; p = .021$). Since, in our study, capitalization and syntactic reading were the variables of main concern, we used the complementary log log link. As far as statistical significance is concerned, the results which were obtained by using this link were no different from those which had been obtained by using the logit link.

With regard to the model specified, the hypotheses were formulated referring to the beta weights assigned to the group factor. Since the test statistic for the beta weights is, in the case of the complementary log log link, not suited for one-tailed testing, the null hypothesis was set to be $\beta = 0$ for all measures. However, this hypothesis was expected to be rejected for capitalization and syntactic reading and to be accepted for spelling and reading comprehension.

The ordinal regression analyses revealed that, for all four measures, the fit was better for the model adopted than for the baseline model ($p < .001$ in each case according to the likelihood ratio statistics $LR$). However, only in the case of capitalization, excluding group from the model resulted in a significant loss of model fit ($LR(1) = 7.157; p = .008$). The beta weights and the test statistics for all outcome measures are provided in Table 4. Additionally, the $Pseudo-R^2$ is included which may be used to estimate to what extent the variability found in the data is explained by the model.

Given model fit, tests on the beta weights may be performed by using the Wald statistic as displayed in Table 4. For capitalization, the null hypothesis that $\beta = 0$ for the beta weight assigned to the group factor is rejected ($p = .009$). However, for syntactic reading ($p = .822$), spelling ($p = .080$) and reading comprehension ($p = .231$), the hypotheses are maintained.
Table 4 Parameters and statistics estimated by the ordinal regression model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Group parameter</th>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>Pseudo-$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$SE$</td>
<td>Wald $\chi^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitalization</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>6.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>3.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic reading</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading comprehension</td>
<td>-0.193</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>1.436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $\beta$ - beta weight for the group factor (experimental vs. control group), $SE$ - standard error of the beta weight, Wald $\chi^2$ - Wald test statistic for the beta weight, df - degree of freedom, $p$ - probability assigned to the Wald statistic under null hypothesis, Pseudo-$R^2$ - measure of the strength of association (Nagelkerke’s $R^2$).

In the case of capitalization, spelling and reading comprehension, the strength of the group effect was not dependent on the pretest results. This is indicated by the fact that including the pretest × group interaction term in the model did not significantly change model fit ($LR(2) = 0.186; p = .911$ for capitalization; $LR(2) = 3.246; p = .197$ for spelling; $LR(2) = 1.402; p = .496$ for reading comprehension). In the case of syntactic reading, however, a significant interaction of pretest results and group was found to exist ($LR(2) = 10.288; p = .006$). The interaction resulted from the fact that experimental students belonging to the non-responding and the responding pretest levels were favored by the instruction, whereas students from the transitional pretest level were disadvantaged by it (see Figure 5 as compared to Figure 6). This means that a straight answer to the question of whether the hypothesis is true or not will, in the end, be impossible for syntactic reading because a presupposition upon which the hypothesis was based must be rejected.

Since hypothesis testing on syntactic reading did not lead to results which may be interpreted easily, it may be legitimate to add some observations which serve but exploratory objectives. First, in the case of syntactic reading, the ordinal regression model obviously fails to include relevant factors. This is evidenced by the low Pseudo-$R^2$ value, which is 0.091 and just rises to 0.132 when the interaction term is included. Second, the Wald statistic presented indicates that belonging to the experimental or the control group generally did not influence syntactic reading gains. This is due to the fact that the Wald statistic is computed using the standard error of the beta weight. Statistics which do not take into account parameter estimates and their error may even lead one to conclude that the control group outstripped the experimental group in syntactic reading (Melzer, 2011). This is because more students of the experimental group belonged to the transitional level than to each...
of the other levels. Third, differences concerning the syntactic reading results of the experimental and the control group are found not only when pretest achievement is taken into account, but also when one considers the amount of change from pre- to posttest. In the control group, small changes prevail which may be assumed to result from chance fluctuation. In the experimental group, more cases are observed where students made great gains. There are more students in the experimental group than in the control group who moved from the lowest to the highest achievement level \(p = .031\) according to a Fisher-test. In summary, there is more to consider about the syntactic reading data than just ‘whether they are significant or not’.

![Figure 5 Effect of group (experimental vs. control) on syntactic reading gains at different achievement levels.](image)

Finally, it should be noted that although the experimental subjects belonging to the transitional group fell off in their posttest syntactic reading scores, they did not lag behind in their posttest capitalization scores. This was substantiated by including the syntactic reading pretest level (transitional vs. not transitional) in the ordinal regression model for capitalization. There was no increase in model fit compared to the model without the syntactic reading level factor \(LR(1) = 0.650; p = .420\) and also no interaction of group (experimental vs. control) with syntactic reading level \(LR(1) = 0.009; p = .924\).

To sum up, in capitalization the experimental students improved significantly more than the control students did. In syntactic reading, different effects emerged depending on the point students started from at the outset of the instruction. There was a group of students who, according to their pretest scores, seemed to oscillate between sensitivity and insensitivity to the capitalization cue. Students
belonging to this group fell off when exposed to the instruction as compared to students not exposed to it. This was a specific effect restricted to syntactic reading. The same students did apparently respond well to the instruction as far as capitalization was concerned. The remaining students of the experimental group seemed to progress better in syntactic reading than control students with similar starting points, though the significance of this effect can only be established post hoc.

![Figure 6](image.png)

*Figure 6 Effect of group (experimental vs. control) on capitalization gains at different achievement levels.*

5. DISCUSSION

In the global measures of literacy-related achievement, that is to say spelling and reading comprehension, no instructional effects were found. As for reading comprehension, this does not come as a surprise. The ability measured by general comprehension tests is very globally defined. In particular, it is assumed to be causally related to content-specific knowledge and reading motivation (see, for example, Oakhill & Cain, 2004; Perfetti, Landi, & Oakhill, 2005). Both factors may hardly be fostered by exploring syntactic structures. Spelling is assumed to depend on syntactic skill based on theoretical considerations (Maas, 1992). However, the spelling measure used in the present study refers to word-level orthographic skills. Relations of these skills to syntactic skill, if they exist, might be indirect and hard to capture by empirical tools not designed specifically for this sake.

Though no effects of the experimental instruction on the global measures were expected, exploring syntactic structures would be of little educational interest if it turned out not to influence reading and writing in at least some relevant aspects. The rationale of the present investigation is that the less instructional effects are restricted to the type of the tasks trained, the more it is plausible to assume that
they will influence reading and writing practice. Research on grammar instruction has frequently found specific learning effects, that is effects consisting of subjects only learning to solve tasks which come close to those trained during instruction. We assumed that if working on syntactic structures in first-language education is to enhance literacy-related achievements, its effects have to go beyond specific learning of that type.

If the effects of the experimental instruction in the present study were narrowly specific, it would seem odd that capitalization was improved. During the experimental instruction, students dealt with black sheep tasks where syntactic categories were presented in contrasting constructions. However, when they had to decide whether to capitalize or not in the orthographic writing task, as a rule no category contrast was present. One may wonder why the experimental instruction fostered capitalization in this situation nevertheless.

The instructional effect on capitalization was not very marked, but it seems to have occurred over a wide range of achievement levels, and it was observed even five weeks after completion of the instruction. Notably, it was accomplished although transfer to capitalization was not trained during the instruction. Thus, it seems likely that by exploring syntactic category contrasts students learned to identify syntactic categories, not just to distinguish them when they were presented in the context of category contrasts as used in the instruction. We assume that they were alerted to how they notice occurrences of syntactic categories even when these were not tied to opposing constructions such as those they had worked on.

If so, one should expect that the instruction would enhance syntactic reading as well. One condition for a reader to solve a syntactic reading item correctly seems to be that syntactic category information has become accessible to him or her during language processing itself instead of being searched for in subsequent considerations concerning how to respond to the task (Funke & Sieger, 2012). From the findings on capitalization, one should conclude that this condition was fulfilled more frequently in experimental subjects than in control subjects due to the instruction. Thus, the chance to succeed on the syntactic reading items should rise in the experimental group as compared to the control group. One wonders why in experimental subjects belonging to the transitional group, syntactic reading scores fell off rather than improved instead.

An explanation for this might start from the assumption that, among subjects belonging to the transitional group, there was a greater proportion of students who are prone to letting themselves be influenced by the ambiguity which seems to reside in the syntactic reading items. This may have enabled them to respond above chance level when working on the syntactic reading pretest, leading them to consider both possible meanings of the item, not just one, more frequently than others. Because of their propensity to get involved in ambiguity, however, the instruction may have sensitized them to the complexities of the syntactic reading items even more. This may have prompted them to check each item systematically
when taking the posttest, looking for a clue for how to solve the ambiguity. In syntactic reading items, doing so is not conducive to success because the only valid clue, the capitalization of the critical unit, is hard to find if one searches the whole sentence instead of selectively considering the critical unit. Systematically checking an item’s text results in high demands on working memory and analytical processing. Thus, it is possible that students with marked sensitivity to ambiguity were slightly favored in the syntactic reading pretest but adversely affected by the instruction with regard to the syntactic reading posttest. This explanation is in line with observations made in a syntactic reading study suggesting that some subjects were strongly confused by the potential ambiguity of the task (Funke & Sieger, 2009).

Thus, the capitalization and the syntactic reading results seem to lead to conflicting answers as to whether the effects of the instruction were restricted to the specific instructional tasks or not. The conclusion which one might draw from this is that the idea from which the study started, that is to say, the distinction between specific and non-specific instructional effects, is vague and needs to be elaborated upon. The capitalization task was relatively far from the instructional tasks in its content, but it was familiar to the students in its type. The syntactic reading task was relatively close to the instructional content, but its demands were highly unusual in their type. If one considers instructional outcomes, one has to distinguish between effects constrained to specific contents and effects tied to specific tasks.

When drawing conclusions based on the results of this study, one should bear in mind its methodological limitations. First, classes rather than students were randomly assigned to experimental and control conditions. Nevertheless, due to the small number of classes participating, inferential statistical procedures were employed to student level instead of class level data. Second, no special instructional program was run in the control classes. This could have led to a Hawthorne effect favoring the experimental group. Third, the reliability of the measures, especially the syntactic reading measure, was low. The small Pseudo-$R^2$ value found in the ordinal regression model for syntactic reading suggests that this influenced the results.

Although these limitations reduce the force of arguments based on the data, it is unlikely that they invalidate the key observations of the study as a whole. First, the instruction seems to have favored experimental classes as well as individual experimental students as far as capitalization is concerned. In three out of six cases, the experimental class made progress in capitalization during the course of the experiment whereas the corresponding control class did not (where progress in capitalization is defined to have occurred when more than half of the students improved). These classes were distributed across all three educational levels represented in the study (Hauptschule, Realschule, Gymnasium). The opposite case – a control class making progress in capitalization but the corresponding experimental class not doing so – was never observed. Second, if the experimental effects were simply of the Hawthorne type, one would expect them to show up across outcome
measures. However, in spelling and reading comprehension, no such effects were found. Third, the syntactic reading measure, though not very reliable, seems to have been sensitive to the experimental condition as opposed to the control condition. If it is true, as we have assumed, that the low reliability of this measure results from chance variation in the syntactic reading scores, it seems that enough room was left nevertheless for systematic variation in these scores to allow them to serve as indicators of experimental effects.

In sum, the data suggest that it is possible to sensitize students to syntactic information by having them explore syntactic structures directly, without referring them to analytical grammatical operations. More specifically, students seemed to notice syntactic information beyond what was presented in the instruction, though this did not imply that the information became equally accessible to them in reading situations of all types. The results may encourage researchers to explore the effects of having students deal with syntactic structures directly over a longer instructional period than allowed for in this study and by working on these structures in a more distributed fashion during that time.
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